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DATA ON EFFECTS OF INCIDENT-REFLECTING SHOCKS
ON Tk_ TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER
By S. Z. Pinckney
Langley Research Center
_Y
An experimental investigation has been conducted to study the effect of
the impingement of an incident-reflecting shock on the development of a turbu-
lent boundary layer. The data are presented in the form of shadowgraphs and
schlleren photographs of the shock--boundary-layer interaction region, boundary-
layer Nach number and velocity profiles, and static-pressure and wall-
temperature gradients on the flat plate. The Mach number varied from 2.0 to
4.36 and tBe Reynolds number based on boundary-layer thickness varied from
approximately 0.22x lO6 to 2.22 _lO1nb. The incident shock-turning angles were
6°, 8°, and lO°. The data show mB_t the impingement of a two-dlmensional
imcident-reflecting shock on a turbulent boundary layer decreases the boundary-
layer velocity profile.
INTRODUCTION __
The successful design and performance of inlets for hypersonic air-
breathing propulsion systems requires a knowledge of the development of the
turbulent boundary layer as influenced by the intersection of incideut-
reflecting shocks. The available experimental data presented in references
to 3 are for Mach numbers 3.0 (refs. 1 and 2) and 3.85 (ref. 3) and Reynolds
numbers based on boundary-layer thickness from 0.26 × l06 tc 0._8 × l06. The
purpose of the present investigation was to extend the data over a broader
range of variables and to produce needed imformation on the changes in the
parameters of the turbulent boundary layer intersected by an incident-
reflecting shock. A contract (NAS1-3489) was negotiated by the Langley
Research Center with General Dyaamics/Astronautics for this purpose. The
results as received from General Dymamics/Astronautics are presented herein
in _the_form of boundary-layer velocity and Mach number profiles, flat-plate
static-pressure distributions_ flat-plate tempe_rature distributions, and
shadow_raphs and, schlieren photographs of the shock-interaction region. The
Mach number varies from 2.0 to _.36 and the Reynolds number based on boundary-
laye_ thickness ranges °from 0.22x lO6 to 2._2 x i_. Shock-generator wedge
an_es•are _6°3 80,'and_i0°. . Theexperimental data of the present paper have ,_
been use@ in._1_he_analysis _presented in_reference 4_ where a semiempirical
method _is formulate& for predicting the effects of Incident-reflecting shocks





N exponent of an exponential velocity profile VZ ; fits as much
of the actual boundary-layer velocity profile as possible
p pressure
RS,1 Reynolds number based on boundary-layer thickness 81
T temperature, °Rankine
V velocity
y perpendicular distance from wall, inches
shock-generator wedge angle, degrees
0





1 upstream of shock--boundary-layer interaction
2 conditions after normal shock
APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE
Shock-Generator Model
Figure 1 shows the shock-generator model, which consists of a flat plate
(both a 24-inch-long and a 48-1nch-long plate were used) with a different side-
wall for each of the design Mach number areas investigated. Glass Inserts were
incorporated in the model sidewalls for schlleren and shado_'graph viewing of
the Incident-reflectlng shock--boundary-layer interaction region) reference
lines were located on the glass inserts. (Fig. 2 gives reference llne dimen-
sions. ) A boundary-layer trip was mounted on the flat-plate leading edge
(fig. l) for the test runs in which the 48-1nch-long flat plate was used)_ how-
ever, test runs for the 24-1nch-long flat plate were conducted without a
2
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boundary-layer trip. Plate leading-edge radii were on the order of 0.003 to
i 0.009 inch. Photographs of the shock-generator model features for the 48-inch-
long flat plate are shown in figures 3 to 5 for each of the general Mach number
areas investigated.
The shock-generator wedges were secured to the shock-generator model side-
walls in predetermined fixed positions, which were changed manually between
, runs. The wedge positions and lengths are listed in figure 6 for each test
Mach number and wedge orientation angle. For the test runs in _<lich the
48-1nch-long flat plate was used the shock-generator wedge lengths were designed
so that the wedges could be oriented at an angle of approximately 13° without
exceeding the limiting supersonic starting contraction ratio of the model. For
the test runs for the 24-inch-long flat plate, wedge extensions (see dimension E
in fig. 6) were installed. This modification lengthens the distance between the
intersections of the inc'dent shock and the expansion fan with the flat plate.
The expansion fan originates at the trailing edge of the shock-generator wedge
surface.
Instrumentation
The static-pressure and temperature distributions on the surface of the
flat plate were measured by 90 wall statlc-pressure orifices and 4 thermo-
couples, respectively, located as indicated in figure i. Pitot-pressure and
total-temperature surveys were made of the boundary layer both upstream and
downstream of the shock---boundary-layer interaction region. The combination
pitot-pressure and total-temperature probe used for the boundary-layer surveys
is shown in figure 7. There was a small hole in the bottom of the probe which
allowed a continuous flow of air over the thermocouple as the probe traversed.
The airflow Mach number was approximately O.1 (area-ratio ca.lculation) and thus
was believed to have no significant effect on pitot-pressure measurements. %_ne
probe drive was designed so that the probe could be remotely actuated perpen-
dicular to the flat plate_ a manual adjustment could be made in the axial direc-
tion only when the tunnel was nct in operation. The vertical probe speeds for
boundary-layer surveys of the 2_-inch and 48-inch plates were approximately
0.12_ and 0.20 inch per second, respectively. The opening of an electrical
ground-strip contact between the probe tip and the plate surface determined the
instant that the probe left the surface of the plate (zero indication). At
contact with the plate, the probe center llne was 0.024 inch from the flat-
plate surface. During each test run, shadowgraphs and schlieren photographs
of the shock--boundary-layer interaction region were taken by using the single-
pass, parallel-beam combination shadowgraph and schlieren system shown schemat-
ically in figure 8.
Plate static pressures and boundary-layer pitot pressures were measured by
means of pressure transducers. Flat-plate surface temperatures and boundary-
layer total temperatures were measured by using copper-constantan thermocouples.
The survey probe position was geared to a ten-turn potentiometer. The output





The shock-generator model was sting mounted in the test section of the
General Dynamics High Speed Wind Tunnel discussed in reference 5. The tunnel
is of the blowdown type with a 4- by 4-foot test section. The range in tunnel
Mach number is from 1.0 to 5.0 with stagnation temperatures up to 710° R and a
range of Reynolds number per foot from 1.5 × 106 to 25 × l06. Run lengths are
normally between 20 and 30 seconds. Unpublished results indicate that the
variation in tunnel center-line flow angle (relative to the center line) is less
than 0.2° at an axial location near the center of the schlierenwindows.
Accuracy
Backlash in the probe drive mechanism made the determination of exact probe
position diffi_,tlt. The resulting inaccuracy in probe position was investigated
by running the probe in both directions relative to the flat plate (away and
toward), and the results revealed as much as O.075-inch backlash (for several
test runs) in the probe mechanism. The inaccuracy in probe position created by
the backlash was overcome by operating the probe in a constant direction (awa_
from the flat plate) in each run and by using an electrical contact between the
probe and the flat plate to determine the zero probe position (position of the
probe when the probe broke electrical contact with the plate surface).
The time lag due to the settling out of the pressure measurements may
cause a change in the indicated local Mach number values. The effect of this
time lag on the local Mach number was investigated by introducing a brief pause
in probe traverse at about the midposition of the survey (where boundary-layer
total-pressure gradient is present). Less than a 1-percent change in local
Mach number values ws _ indicated for the cases investigated.
The plotting accuracy of the data presented in this report is limited to
the capability of the automatic plotter. A check of the zero location of the
probe position revealed inaccuracies due to backlash effects, as mentioned pre-
viously. The data points of the boundary-layer Mach number and velocity pro-
file plots must therefore be corrected in the y-directionby the amounts pre-
sented in table I for each test run. Comparison of the data points made by the
automatic plotter with tabulated results (furnished by General Dynamics/
Astronautics) revealed inaccuracies of less than 0.5 percent in probe position,
Mach number, and plate static pressure.
The pressure transducers used to measure flat-plate static pressures and
bounaary-layer pitot pressures are accurate to ±0.5 percent and ±l percent of
full scale, respectively. The error in pitot-pressure measurements gave a max-
imum inaccuracy in Mach number value of approximately !0.5 percent.
Procedure
In addition to shadowgraphs and schlieren photographs of the shock inter-
action region, the present investigation includes boundary-layer pitot-pressure
4
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and total-temperature surveys along with flat-plate static-pressure and surface-
temperature distributions. Table II presents a list of test runs conducted and
the types of data (identified by checkmarKs) obtained for each run. No shock
interaction region was present for the runs in table II for which no flat-plate
surface static-pressure distrib,,tions are indicated. The abbreviation "Rep"
and the question mark indicate repeat static-pressure runs and questionable
plate static pressures_ respectively. No data are presented for either of these
cases. In general, for the runs for which neither boundary-layer Mach number
nor ve_1ocity profiles are presented, the boundary-layer surveys were taken in
a region in which the static pressure could not be assumed constant across the
boundary layer.
The experimental data were recorded on an analog digital conv_.rter in five
steps of electrical readout. Step 1 consisted of the electrical rc-_dout of the
boundary-layer survey data, and in all except runs 1 to lO, step 1 was conducted
before steps 2 to 5. This technique enabled the probe to be well clear of the
flat-plate surface when the flat-plate surface static pressures and temperatures
were recorded. In runs 1 to lO, step 1 was conducted after steps 2 to 5.
Steps 2 to 5 consisted of the electrical readout of flat-plate static pressures,
flat-plate surface temperatures, and tunnel operating conditiona.
Data Reduction
The tape on which the experimental data of the tunnel and shock-generator
model were recorded is introduced into an IBM 1401 electronic data-processing
system along with the proper program to obtain the final data. The experimental
data on the tape consist of probe height y, pitot pressures Pt,2, total
temperatures Tt, and flat-plate surface temperatures and static pressures. In
the computer calculations, the static pressure across the boundary layer is
assumed constant and equal to the local wall value. Thus, the Mach number dis-
tribution for each boundary-layer survey is computed from the distribution of
the ratio P/Pt,2" For each boundary-layer survey the local free-streamMach
number M_ and total temperature Tt, Z were chosen at the point in the
b_mdary layer where the maximum Mach number was realized. Upon the introduc-
tion of these local free-streamparameters into the IBM 1401 electronic data-
processing system, the velocity distribution of the corresponding boundary-layer
survey is calculated by using the following equation:
(Tt_ I/2 (_ P-M_I/2
V M i+0.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of the present experinental investigation are presented in the
form of shadowgraphs and schlleren photographs (figs. 9 to ll), flat-plate
5
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surface static-pressure distributions and wall-temperature gradients (figs. 12
to 48), boundaz_-layer Mach number profiles (figs. 49 to llT), and boundary-
layer velocity profiles (figs. ll8 to 18_). Table III presents identifying
conditions for each of +he test runs, including the t,mnel Mach number, stag-
nation pressure, and stagnation temperature along with th_ local free-stream
values of Mach number M Z and total temperature Tt Z corresponding to the
boundary-layer survey of each r_,n. Figures 12 to 189 were plott_d by the auto-
matic data plotter of General Dynamics/Astronautics.
The typical schlieren photographs presented in figures 9 to ll show the
shock_boundary-layer intersections for local free-stream Mach numbers upstream
of the incident shock of 1.99, 3.03, and 4.27, respectively, at incident shock-
tinning angles of 6°_ 8°, and lO°. In addition to schlieren photographs, fig-
ures lO and ll present shadowgraphs of the shoc!_--boundary-layer intersection
region. Examination of figures 9, lO, and ll snows that the incident and
r_flected shocks intersect at progressively greater distances from the flat-
plate surface as the incident shock-turning angle increases.
The boundary-layer buildup on the shock-generator wedge increases the
effective wedge angle and the strength ._fthe incident shock interacting with
the flat-plate boundary layer. Th_s increase in shock strength can be seen in
figure 186 where the theoretical incident shock-turning angle is plotted against
the increase in turning angle (mdata - C_edge)- The Pngle C_data corresponds
to the experimental peak preqsure rise on the flat plate. Figure 186 shows that
the increase in inciden_ shock-turning angle due to the boundary-layer buildup
on the sho_k-generator _edge surface is generally les_ than 1° in magnitude.
The backlash in the _Je mechanism is illustrated _n the figures of the
velocit_ and Mach number p_o_ile._ of runs 1 to lO, 46. f_L,and 83 for which the
p_'obe was allowed to trave _se both toward and awaj f _,_ _he flat plate. The
effect of time lag on probe p%tot-pressure measureEon_ _.is illustrated in fig-
ures 59 and 127.
The curves of figure 187 show that the "bo1_,>,_.,-y-layerthickness 6 i,_
general decreases across an incldent-reflectin_ shock; as shown in reference _,
the thickness does not decrease, however, when ,_evereboundary-layer separation
occurs (for example, see curves for m = 8° and. a = i0° in fig, 187(a)).
The boundary-layer thicknesses plotted in figure 187 were chosen at the point
in the boundary layer where the ratio M/M_ has a value of 0.99. The curves
of figure 187 also show that outside the pressure-gradient region the boundary-
layer thickness increases in the streamwise direction. This increase in
boundary-layer thickness is primarily caused by the turbulent mixing of free-
stream flow into the boandary layer. This mixing causes a more urdform momentum
distribution in the boundary layer. In figure 187(c), the data that show the
boundary-layer thickness development downstream of the flat-plate surface-
pressure gradient for m = i0o are not considered reliable because the edge of
the boundary layer is believed to be in a pressure-gradient region.
The curves of figure 188 show that the boundary-layer velocity profile
index N in the constant-pressure region downstream of the flat-plate surface
pressure gradle_t decreases as the incident shock-turning angle increases. The
6
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profile i_dex N of figure 188 is the exponent of the exponential veJocity
• V _i prof le _ - The exponent N _etermines the best fit of thr actual
i vz
boundary-layer velocity profile. The profile index downstream of the pressare-
gradient region increases, however, with plate distance from the reference
_ station.
CONCLUDING REI_RKS
An Jxperimental investigation has been conducted to study the effect of
the implngement of an incident-reflecting shock on the development of a turbu-
lent boundary layer. The Mach number varied from 2.0 to 4..36and the Reynolds
number based on boundary-layer thickness varied from approximately 0.22 x 106
to 2.22 X lO6. In general, the experimental data show that the impingement of
a two-dimensional incident-reflectlng shock on a turbulent boundary layer
reduces the boundary-layer thickness across the shock except when severe
boun&_ry-layer separation occurs. The imTtngement of a two-.dimensional
incident-reflecting shock on a turbulent boundary layer decreases the boundary-
layer velocity profile.
Langley Research Center_
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PROBE-ItEIGItT CORRECTION FACTORS 1
|
Run Correction, in Run I Correction, in. Run Correction, in. Run Correction, in.|
z -¢. oo8 22 I -o.oct 43 -0.030 64 -o.012
I2 25 .004 h4 .008 6.5 - .027
3 -.oo8 24 .oo4 49 -.o38 66 -.ozz
4 25 -.OlO _6 67 -.OlO
' 9 26 -.013 47 -.018 68i
6 27 48 -.0O6 691
, 7 28 -.o03 49 7o
i_ 8 29 .50 -.o3o 7z
l
9 3°I .oo5 5z -.oio 72
zo 5z -.006 52 73
ll .007 32 53 74
12 33 54 75




l 15 -.o12 36 57 ?8
16 .oo2 57 58 79
17 58 59 80
].8 39 60 8z
19 40 6]. 82
20 41 62 -.oo7 8._
21 42 -.032 63 84


















direction _ Reference linesI I • II I I II ..........
_ .... 4 in, .. . :- 1 in.
I I I IIII I I II
Z
'C surface
' , i 2
L Reference station
"' ConfiE_ation





















flat plate, (B + E),
a, deg. h, in. in. L, in. B, in. E, in. in.Mtest
6 8.0 7.77 5. 926 3.0 8. 926
2.0 8 8. 075 24 6.97 5. 926 3.0 8. 926
i0 8.0 6.17 5.926 i.0 6.926
6 8.0 9.87 5. 926 0 5. 926
2.4 8 8. 075 48 8.50 5. 926 0 5. 926
i0 8.0 8.20 5. 926 0 5. 926
2.99 6 8.0 16.97 9. 744 0 9. 744
and 8 8.0 48 15.62 9. 744 0 9. 744
3.2 I0 8.0 14.37 9. 744 0 9. 744
•" [ ' ,
6 8.0 21.09 11.855 3.5 15.355
4.2 8 8.0 24 18.88 ii. 855 3.5 15. 355
I0 8.0 16.70 ii. 8_5 2.5 14.355
6 8.0 21.09 Ii. 855 0 ii. 855
4.36 8 8.0 48 18.88 ii. 855 0 ii. 855
i0 8.0 16.70 11.855 0 11.855













i--_ . , m ...... :
_-_ _'Reflected shock "':__ "
(a) a = 6° (run 12). L-69-9019

















Shad owgr ap h
Schlieren photograph
(a) _ = 6° (run 35). L-65-9018
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i o .2o .4o .6o .8o i.oo
Velocity ratio_ V/_r Z
Figure ll8.- Bound._ry-layer velocity d.tstribution-for run P... All identifying conditions
















0 .20 .4O .6O .80 i.O0
Velocity ratio, V/V Z
Fig_'e 119.- Bcundary-layervelocity distribution for run 3. All ident_fylngconditions

















o .20 .4o .6o .80 i.oo
Velocity ratio, V/Vz
Figure 120.- Boundary-layer velocity distribution for run 4. All identifying conditions



















0 .2O .4O .6O .8O _.00
Velocity ratio, V/V_
Figure 121.- Boundary-layer velocity distribution for run 5. All identifying conditions




0 .20 .40 .60 .80 i .00
Velocity ratio, V/Vz
i' Figure 122.- Boundary-layer velocity distribution for run 6. All identifying conditions






o .20 .4o .6o .80 l .oo
Velocity ratio, V/V Z
Figure 123.- Boundary-layervelocity distribution for run 7. All identifyingconditions

















0 .2o .40 .60 .8o ±.00
Velocity ratio, V/VZ
Figure 124.- Boundary-layer velocity distribution for run 8. All identifying conditions




0 .20 .40 .60 .80 z.oo
Velocity rat_o_ V/V_
Figure 125.- Boundary-layer velocity distribution for run 9. All idertifying conditions




0 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00
,_: Velocity ratio_ V/Vz
Figure126.-Boundary-layervelocitydistributionfor run lO. All identifyingconditions




















o .2o .4o .5o .8o i.oo
Velocity ratioj V/V 1
Figure 127.- Boundary-layer velocity distribution for run ll. All identifying conditions
are given in table III. Data pointsoat a distance from the plate of 0.475 inch indi-


















0 .20 .4O .50 .8O 1.00
Velocity ratio3 V/VZ
Figure 128.- Boundary-layer velocity distribution for run 12. All identifying conditions




0 .20 .40 .60 .80 i.oo
Velocity ratio, V/VZ
Figure 129.- Boundary-layer velocity distribution for run 13. All identifying conditions




















0 .2O .40 .go .8O 1.00
?
i!_ Velocity ratio, V/V_
Figure 130.- Boundary-layer _elocity distribution for run 14. All identifying conditions
%,,




0 .2O .4O .6O .8O 1.oo
Velocity ratio, V/Vz
Figure 131.- Boundar)-layer velocity distribution for run 15. All identifying conditions

















o .2o .4o .6o .8o 1.oo
Velocity ratio,V/V z
Figure 132.- BouDdary-layer velocity distribution for _un 16. All identifying conditions
















o .2o .4o .6o .8o _.oo
Velocity ratio, V/V
Figure]33.-Bounda1_-layer velocity distribution for run 17. All identifying conditions



















o .2o .4o .6o .8o 1 .oo
Velocity ratio, V/V z
t
_; Figure 154.- Boundary-layer velocity distribution for run 18. All identifyinE conditJ ons
















o .20 .40 .6o .8o i.oo
Velocity ratio, V/V Z
_igtu-e 155.- Boundary-layer velocity distribution for run 19. All identifying conddtlons





















o .2o .4o .6o .8o l.OO
Velocity ratio, V/Vz
Figure 136.- Boundary-layer velocity distribution for run 20. All identifying conditions
are given in table III.
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#o .2o .4o .6o .8o i.oo
Velocity ratio, V/VZ
Figure 137.- Boundary-layer velocity distribution for run 21. All identifying conditions
are given in table III.
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0 .2O .4O .6o .8O l.OO
Velocity ratio3 V/VZ
_igure138.-Boundary-layervelocitydistributionfor r_l 22. All identifyingconda_ions










0 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00
Velocity ratio, V/V z
Figd_e 159.- Boundal.y-layer velocity distribution for run 23. All identifying conditions



















0 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00
Velocity ratio, V/V Z
Figure 140.- Boundary-layer velocity distribution for run 24. All identifying conditions

















0 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00
Velocity ratio, V/V_
Figure 141.- Boundary-layer velocity distribution for run 25. All identifying conditions


















0 .2O .4O .6O .8o l.O0
Velocity ratio, _v Z
Figure 142.- Boundary-layer velocity distribution for run 26. All identifying condltlcns
are given in table IIZ,
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0 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00
Velocity ratio, V/VZ
Figure 143.- Boundary-layer velocity distribution for run _. All iden+_ifylng cond/tions














0 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00
Velocity ratio, V/V z
Figure 144.- Boundary-layer velocity distribution for run 28. All identifying conditions
are given in table III.
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o .2o .4o .6o .8o l.oo
Velocity ratio, V/VZ
Figure 145.- Boundary-layer velocity distribution for run 29. All identifying conditions




















0 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00
Velocity ratio, V/V_
Figure 146.- Boundary-layervelocity distributionfor run 30. All identifyingconditions















o .2o .4o .6o .8o l.oo
Velocity ratio, V/VZ
Figure 147.- Boundary-layer velocity distribution for run 31. All identifying condltion_

















0 .20 .40 .gO .80 1.O0
Velocity ratio3 V/V Z
Figure 148.- Boundary-layer velocity distribution for run 42. All identifying ccnditions


















o .2o .4o .60 .8o i.oo
Velocity ratio, V/V_
Figure 149.- Boundary-layer velocity distribution for run 45. All identifying conditions



















: 0 .20 .40 .60 .80 l.O0
Velocity ratio, V/V z
Figure 150.- Boundary-layer velocity distribution for run 44. All identifying conditions





o .2o .4o .6o .8o l.oo
Velocity ratio, V/V Z
Figure 151.- Boundary-layervelocity aistributi,>n£or run 45. All identifyingconditions



















0 .2O .4o .6o .8o l.oo
Velocity ratio, V/Vz


















0 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.O0
Velocity ratio, V/VZ
Figure 153.- Boundary-layer velocity distribution for run 47. All identifying conditions



















o .2o .4o .6o .8o 1.oo
i Velocity ratio, V/V Z
Figure 154.- Boundary-layer velocitj distribution for ran 48. All identifying conditions




o .2o .4o .6o .8o l.oo
Velocity ratio, V/VZ
Figure l_r,.- Boundary-layer velocity distribution for _ 49. All identifying conditions





F_ure 156.- Boundary-layervelocity distribution for run 50. All identifying conditions






0 .20 .40 .6o .8o l.oo
Velocity ratio, V/V_
Figure 197.- Boundary-layer velocity distribution for run 91. All identifying conditions
are given in table III.
174
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o .20 .4o .6o .8o 1.oo
b
: Velocity ratio_ V/V_
Figure 198.- Boundary-layervelocity distribution for run 92. All identifying conditions
















0 .2o ,4o .6O .8o 1.OO
Velocity ratio, V/V Z
Figure 159.- Boundary-layer velocity distribution for run 53. All identifying c-?_dltions

















0 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00
Velocity ratio, V/V Z
1
Figure 160.- Boundary-layervelocity distributionfor run 5_. All identifyingconditions
are given in table III.
f art
] 9660 ] ] 8 ] 2- ] 86
Velocity rs...._, V/VZ
Figure 161.- Boundary-layer ve].ocity distribution for run 55. All identifying conditions

















o .2o .4o .6o .8o ]..oo
Velocity ratio, V/Vz
Figure 162.- Boundary-layervelocity distribution fcr run 96. All identifyingconditions




















: 0 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00
Velocity ratio, V/VZ
Figure 163.- Boundary-layer velocity distribution for run 57. All identifying conditions



















0 .2O .4O .60 .8o 1.O0
Velocity ratio, V/V_
Figure 164.- Boundary-layer velocity distribution for run 58. All identifying conditions
are g_ven in table III.
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] 9660 ] ] 8 ] 2- ] 90
Fo .2o .4o .6o .8o l.OO
Velocity r&tio, V/Vz






















: Figure 166.- Bounda_',-i;-.;'ervelocity distribution for run 60. All identifying conditions




• Velocity ratio, _V z
Figure ]gT.- Boundary-layer velocity &istrlbution for run 61. All identifying conditions
are glven Jn t_ble III.
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Figure 168,- Boundary-layer velocity distribution for ran 62. All identifying conditions




0 .20 .t_O .60 .80 i.O0
Velocity ratio, V/V Z
Figure 169.- Bo_idary-layervelocity distribatlonfor run 63. All identifying conditions




! 0 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00
i Velocity ratio, V/V_
! Figure 170.- Boundary-layer ve?oci_y distribution for run 64. All identifying conditions
are given i_ table !II.
I 187
] 9660 ] ] 8 ] 2- ] 96
c .20 .4o .6o .8o l,oo
Velocity ratio, V/V_




0 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00
Velocity ratio_V/V_





O .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00
Velocity ratio, V/V z
Figure 173.- Boundary-layer velocity distribution for run 67. All identifying conditions
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0 .20 .40 .60 . {-'_0 ..,,,b
Velocity ratio_ V/Vz
Figua'e L75.- Boundar_,-layer velocity distribution for run 70. All identii_ying c,mlJtJc, n:;
are given in _able ill.
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Figure 176.- Boundary-layer velocity distribution for z_ 71. All identifying conditions




0 .20 .40 .60 .80 l_.00
Velocity ratio; V/V_
FiMn'e 177.- Boundary-layervelocity distributionfor run 72. All ide.tifjing conditions





Figure 178.- Boundary-layer velocity distribution for run 73. All identifying -on,_t;cns
are given in table III.
195
1966011812-204
Velocity ratio, V/Vz. _ ,:
1] Figure 179,- Boundary-layervelocity distributionfor run 76. All ilentifylngconditions
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Figure 180,- Boundary-layervelocity distributionfor run 77. All identifyingconditions




Figure 181.- Boundary-layer velocity distribution for run 80. All identifying conditions




0 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00
_elocity ratio, V/VZ





0 .20 .40 .60 .80 z.oo
Velocityratio,V/V_
Figure 183.- Boundary-layer velocity distribution for run 82. All identifying conditions




Figure 184.- Boundary-layer velocity distribution for run 83. All identifylt_g conditions




Figure 18_.- BoLmdaz_-]-_yer velocity distribution for run 84. All identifying conditions
are given in table III,
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